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introduction

In 1997, Encore.org (formerly Civic Ventures) took a bold step and began public 
conversations that challenged assumptions about the experience of aging and the 
productive capacities of older adults. Rather than viewing older adults as being on 
“a decline toward dependence,” Encore.org understood that the creativity, energy, 
experience, passion, and competencies of older adults could be harnessed to address 
many of the world’s problems.

In its quest to redefine the horizons of aging, Encore.org has identified a number 
of strategies to increase older adults’ interest in opportunities for encore careers. 
The organization defines these as paid or unpaid work in the second half of life that 
combines personal meaning with social impact.

One priority for Encore.org is to stimulate innovation among older adults by 
celebrating social entrepreneurs age 60 and older whose projects have had a notable 
impact on society.

The Purpose Prize, first awarded by Encore.org in 2006 and widely recognized as a 
game changer, is an ambitious initiative. Its goals and objectives are to:
 

 π Showcase the value of experience

 π Disprove notions that innovation is the sole province of the young

 π Raise awareness in the general population (and particularly among those 60 
and older) about the possibilities for purposeful work 

 π Encourage older adults to engage in encore careers

 π Provide reward structures that acknowledge the efforts and accomplishments 
of people engaged in purposeful work1

 π Offer both financial and nonfinancial resources to projects having 
extraordinary merit

 π Promote purposeful work by encouraging people in encore careers to share 
their passions and knowledge with people who might be interested in 
pursuing encore careers in the future

Social entrepreneurship is often associated with initiatives led by young adults. The 
people considered for the Purpose Prize have broken the mold because they have fully 
engaged in purposeful work during their older adult years. Since the prize program’s 
inception, Encore.org has received 8,414 nominations, honored 344 fellows and 86 
winners, and distributed cash grants totaling $4.7 million.

During the summer of 2013, the Sloan Center on Aging & Work and the Center 
for Social Innovation, both at Boston College, gathered data from 200 social 
entrepreneurs age 50 and older—all applicants or nominees for the Purpose 
Prize. This brief summarizes selected findings about the important activities and 
accomplishments of this group.

1	 In	this	report,	“purposeful	work”	constitutes	initiatives	that	are	designed	to	have	a	positive	impact	on	one	or	more	social	issues.

In addition to those selected for cash 

prizes as Purpose Prize winners, 

Encore.org recognizes a select group 

of individuals each year as Purpose 

Prize fellows. Although fellows do not 

receive cash prizes, they are offered 

other benefits including the right to use 

the Purpose Prize fellow designation in 

releases to the press, funders, and on 

their own websites. They also have the 

opportunity to participate in a learning 

community with other Purpose Prize 

fellows and winners to exchange ideas, 

resources, and support. Purpose Prize 

fellows who are not cash prize winners 

may reapply in future years for The 

Purpose Prize.
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Is there a typical Purpose Prize project?

The diversity of projects featured in the applications for the Purpose Prize reflects the 
variety of the world’s social, economic, and environmental challenges. Overall, 17.1 
percent of the projects focused on local issues, 17.1 percent on regional issues, 34.2 
percent on national issues, and 31.6 percent on international issues.

Figure 1 shows the range of issues that have called older-adult social entrepreneurs 
into action. Given the interconnections of social problems, it is common for a single 
project to address multiple issues. (Therefore, the sum of the percentages across the 
types of projects exceeds 100).

Figure 1. Types of Issues Addressed by Older-Adult Social Entrepreneurs    
	 (%	respondents)																																											
	 N	=	200
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Below are descriptions of a few of the projects reported by those we surveyed. They are 
typical of the inspiring work that the older social entrepreneurs who participated in our 
study are doing.
 

ππ Weπareπcompletelyπindependentπvolunteersπfromπallπwalksπofπlifeπwhoπtravelπtoπareasπ
ofπourπhemisphereπgivingπno-costπeyeπexams,πglasses,πeyeπsurgery,πhearingπaids,πandπ
equipmentπtoπlessπfortunateπpeople.πWeπareπnon-religious,πnon-politicalπwithπallπ
volunteersπpayingπforπtheirπownπexpensesπofπair,πhotel,πandπfood.πSinceπ1989,πweπ
haveπservedπaboutπ300-400πthousandπpersons.

ππ [Thisπproject],πcreatedπbyπanπinternationalπgroupπofπwomen,πseeksπeconomicπjusticeπ
forπtheπmarketπwomenπofπLiberiaπwhoπsavedπmanyπlivesπbyπkeepingπfoodπmovingπ
duringπtheπ14-yearπcivilπwar.πItπrestoresπtheirπrundownπcommunityπmarketsπandπ
buildsπnewπonesπinπplacesπwhereπbuyingπandπsellingπtakeπplaceπinπtheπopenπair.π
Ourπgoalπisπtoπprovideπsafeπandπhealthyπworkingπenvironmentsπandπtoπempowerπ
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womenπthroughπaccessπtoπliteracyπprograms,πbusinessπskillsπtraining,πandπfinancialπ
resources,πwhileπkeepingπtheirπ“Susu”πandπotherπtraditionalπsavingsπgroupsπactive.π
Theseπwomenπareπveryπoftenπtheπsoleπsupportπforπfamilies,πmanyπofπwhichπincreasedπ
inπsizeπbyπadoptingπwarπandπAIDSπorphansπandπhelpingπfamilyπmembersπwhoπhadπ
nowhereπelseπtoπturn.πAsπoneπwomanπputπit:π“Weπcannotπdependπonπhusbands.”π

ππ [Thisπprojectπhelps]πinnerπcityπhighπschoolπstudentsπtoπbeπsuccessfulπinπcollege,πgradπ
schoolπorπprofessionalπschool,πandπentryπintoπtheπworkforce.πAssistanceπincludesπ
collegeπpreparationπinπmath/calculusπandπwriting/Englishπwithπcollegeπlevelπclassesπ
whileπtheyπareπinπhighπschool,πaπmentoringπprogram,πclassesπinπcollegeπnavigationπ
includingπtimeπmanagementπandπlearningπskills,πaπsummerπjobsπandπinternshipπ
program,πanπalumniπnetwork,πandπaπprogramπtoπfacilitateπentryπintoπtheπworkforceπ
atπtheπmostπappropriateπandπmostπadvancedπlevelπconsistentπwithπeachπindividual’sπ
skillsπandπeducation.

ππ [Ourπmissionπisπdefining],πorganizingπandπgrowingπaπmassπregionalπteenπyouthπ
mediaπartsπform(ed)πtoπpromoteπlifelongπlearning,π[a]πskilledπworkforceπandπcivicπ
engagementπthroughπdigitalπmediaπartsπandπtechnology.πWeπdriveπpublicπpolicy,π
modelπ21stπcenturyπschoolπandπworkforceπsystemπchangeπprojects,π[andπhaveπa]π
majorπinternetπandπsocialπmediaπpresence.

Stories about the passion and accomplishments of social entrepreneurs in their encore 
careers are compelling.2  The story of Susan Burton, a Purpose Prize winner in 2012, is 
an excellent example (http://www.encore.org/prize).

2	 More	stories	of	people	recognized	as	Purpose	Prize	fellows	and	winners	can	be	found	at	http://www.encore.org/prize
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Itπwasπ1997.πSusanπBurtonπwasπfreshπoutπofπjail,πandπnotπforπtheπfirstπtime.πYearsπbefore,πBurton’sπ

five-year-oldπsonπhadπbeenπkilledπwhenπheπranπintoπtheπstreetπandπwasπstruckπbyπaπcarπbeingπdrivenπ

byπanπoff-dutyπpoliceπofficer.πWildπwithπgrief,πsheπtookπdrugs,πbecameπaddicted,πgotπarrestedπforπaπ

nonviolentπcrime,πwentπtoπprison,πgotπout,πandπthenπdidπitπallπoverπandπoverπagainπforπnearlyπ20πyears.

Butπthisπtime,πaπfriendπhelpedπBurtonπfindπaπjobπasπaπlive-inπcaregiverπforπanπelderlyπwoman.π

Wantingπtoπfurtherπimproveπherπlifeπbyπstayingπoffπdrugs,πBurtonπwentπtoπaπtreatmentπfacility.π

Theπhelpπsheπgotπinπtreatmentπmadeπherπrealizeπthatπthereπwasπ“anotherπway.”πHowever,πwhenπ

sheπtriedπtoπsignπupπforπaπprogramπtoπbecomeπaπlicensedπhomeπcareπaide,πforπinstance,πsheπfoundπ

outπthatπaπfelonyπconvictionπmeantπsheπcouldπneverπearnπaπlicenseπinπtheπfield.πVirtuallyπallπtheπ

resourcesπanπaddictπtryingπtoπkeepπcleanπandπoutπofπjailπmightπneedπ–πfoodπstamps,πhousingπ

assistance,πeasyπemploymentπaccessπ–πwereπoutπofπBurton’sπreachπbecauseπofπherπrecord.

Steadfastπaboutπnotπgoingπback,πBurtonπcameπupπwithπaπnewπplan.π“IπknowπwhatπIπcanπdo,”πsheπ

recallsπthinking.π“Iπcanπhelpπotherπwomenπlikeπmyself,πandπnobodyπcanπstopπme.”

FromπherπyearsπinπtheπprisonπsystemπsheπknewπthatπbusesπboundπfromπsouthernπCaliforniaπprisonsπ

routinelyπdepositedπparoleesπinπdowntownπLosπAngeles’πSkidπRow,πanπareaπinfamousπforπrampantπ

drugs,πcrime,πandπhomelessness.πThreeπorπfourπbusesπpulledπupπeveryπday,πdroppingπoffπinmatesπ

withπaboutπ$200π(moneyπparoleesπreceiveπuponπrelease)πandπoftenπnowhereπtoπgo.

Soπinπ1998πBurtonπstartedπgoingπtoπtheπbusπdepotπandπinvitingπwomenπsheπrecognizedπtoπstayπatπ

herπplace.πSheπconvertedπanπalcoveπoffπtheπkitchenπintoπherπbedroom,πandπtheπwomenπsleptπfourπ

toπaπroomπinπbunkπbeds.πAboutπaπyearπlater,πBurtonπwasπpayingπforπeverythingπwithπherπrapidlyπ

diminishingπsavings.πSheπhadπlostπherπjobπwhenπtheπwomanπsheπhadπbeenπcaringπforπwasπadmittedπ

toπaπfull-timeπcareπfacility.πBurtonπheardπthatπaπlocalπchurchπwasπgivingπawayπbusπtokens,πsoπsheπ

triedπtoπgetπsomeπforπtheπwomenπlivingπwithπher.πButπtheπchurchπgroupπtoldπherπsheπneededπtoπ

incorporateπasπaπnonprofitπorganizationπtoπqualifyπforπtheπtokens.πUntilπthatπdayπsheπhadπneverπ

consideredπrunningπaπnonprofit.πThoughπsheπhadπbeenπhelpingπothersπforπtwoπyearsπalready,πAπ

NewπWayπofπLifeπwasπofficiallyπbornπinπ2000.

Twelveπyearsπlater,πBurton’sπshelterπhasπgrownπtoπfiveπtransitionalπresidencesπinπdowntownπLosπ

Angelesπthatπhaveπservedπaπtotalπofπ600πpeople.πTheπorganizationπoperatesπonπaπ$1πmillionπ

budget,πwithπ10πemployeesπmanagingπservicesπforπwomenπrebuildingπtheirπlivesπafterπprison,π

includingπlodging,πfood,πlegalπaid,πandπjobπtraining.

Inπ2011,πAπNewπWayπofπLife’sπfiveπhomesπservedπ40πwomenπandπ13πchildrenπatπaboutπaπthirdπofπtheπ

costπofπincarceration,πwhichπinπCaliforniaπaveragesπaboutπ$47,000πannuallyπperπinmate,πaccordingπ

toπtheπStateπDepartmentπofπCorrections.π“Iπthinkπweπallπwantπtoπmakeπanπimpact,”πBurtonπsays.π

Evenπthoughπherπopportunityπtoπdoπsoπhappenedπlaterπinπherπlife,πitπ“didn’tπmeanπitπwasπtooπlate.π

Itπmeantπifπitπwasπgoingπtoπhappen,πIπhadπbetterπgetπbusyπandπmakeπitπhappen.”
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Figure 2. Social Contexts of Ideation                                                                                                                                
	 (Percentages	of	respondents	who	agreed/strongly	agreed	with	each	scenario)	
															N	=	1223
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How did the social entrepreneurs get started?

The respondents in our study took different paths to find their purposeful work. 
One-third (33.5 percent) of the social entrepreneurs stated that they had worked for 
nonprofits for most of their adult lives. The same percentage (33.5 percent) said that 
they had worked in the for-profit sector. Nearly one-third (29.5 percent) reported that 
they had devoted significant time (at least half a day per week) to volunteer initiatives.

The survey findings indicate that as people begin to think about pursuing an encore 
career as a social entrepreneur, they initially spend some time engaging in solitary 
thinking, some time discussing preliminary ideas with others, and also some 
time pilot-testing some of the prototypes in collaboration with other individuals/
organizations.

A majority of respondents (71.5 percent overall) “strongly agreed” with the statement, 
“Once I developed my initial ideas for my purpose project, I discussed thoughts 
with family, friends, colleagues, and mentors who helped me refine my thinking until 
project implementation.” Figure 2, below, shows the percentages of respondents who 
“agreed/strongly agreed” with this or either of two other scenarios that we presented 
to the participants to discover how their encore-career ideas germinated.

The process of ideation can feel risky. Sharing preliminary ideas with others might help 
social entrepreneurs to put their ideas into action.

3	 		The	range	of	the	number	of	respondents	for	the	three	questions	was	122	to	136.
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Figure 3. Portability of Skills and Competencies Developed in Previous Work to  
 Purpose Prize Projects                                 
              (Percentage	of	respondents)			
	 	N	=	148
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Did the social entrepreneurs leverage existing competencies when they made the 
transition to purposeful work?

We asked the respondents to select one of four sentences that best described the 
extent to which they were able to use existing competency sets when they transitioned 
into their encore-career projects.

Nearly half (46.6 percent) of the survey respondents agreed or strongly agreed with 
the statement, “For my purpose work, I am using some of the skills I developed in my 
previous work but I had to learn some new competencies, so this transition required 
moderate adjustments to my competency set.” Several of the interviewees commented 
that although they had some expertise related to their Purpose Prize project (for 
example, familiarity with the needs of specific population groups) and also the skills 
they needed to launch their ideas, they had less experience than they would have liked 
in managing a nonprofit start-up.

Older adults who are contemplating an encore career might find it helpful to fully 
appreciate the experiences and competencies that they already have and could apply to 
an initiative with social impact, even if social entrepreneurship is new to them.
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Are the social entrepreneurs making a difference?

Metrics help people in encore careers to assess whether their projects are meeting 
expectations for deliverables (such as the number of children served) and whether the 
projects are having the intended impact (such as increasing graduation rates).  While 
some of the Purpose Prize projects are limited in scope and might serve a relatively 
small number of individuals or families, others have been designed to have a national 
impact. Across the projects, there are clear indications that the work of the older-adult 
entrepreneurs has not only touched lives but also transformed them.

Because the work that social entrepreneurs do is varied, the metrics they use to 
evaluate the success of their projects are varied, as well. For this brief, we converted 
whatever unit measure the survey respondents reported using into “output units” and 
“impact units.”4

We asked the social entrepreneurs to share at least one metric of project output/
impact at three points in time (approximately two years before they applied or were 
nominated for the Purpose Prize, during the year just prior to their candidacy for the 
prize, and in 2012 or the last year their project was in operation). Using these standard 
unit metrics, we found that the respondents reported dramatic increases in project 
accomplishments over time.5 

Table 1.  Growth in the Impact of the Purpose Prize Projects                                                                                                                           
 N = 101 (measures are standardized scores)
 

Applicant/Nominees

Over	the	course	of	the	year	approximately	2	years	before	application/
nomination	for	the	prize

-.66

Over	the	course	of	the	year	prior	to	application/nomination -.013

Over	the	course	of	2012	(or	the	last	year	of	project	operation) 		.51

How do the social entrepreneurs feel about their Purpose Prize work?

Finding meaning and purpose in life’s activities contributes to well-being. As noted 
by James and her colleagues (2012), there is some evidence which suggests that this 
is particularly important for older adults. Answers to the survey questions indicate that 
older-adult social entrepreneurs have an almost irrepressible drive to make the world 
better. In most cases, their work seems to be a manifestation of who they are as people.

A majority of the respondents agreed that their Purpose Prize work is “close” or “very 
close” to an “ideal job” (mean score 4.69 on a scale where 1 = “very far from the ideal” and 
5 = “very close to the ideal.” During one of the interviews, one applicant balked at using the 
term “job” at all, because he felt that the words “job” and “work” suggest that the tasks are 
arduous and unpleasant–the antithesis of his attitude toward his encore career. 

As Figure 4 shows, most of the respondents feel strongly that their social 
entrepreneurship gives them a sense of purpose and meaningfulness.

4	 The	output	and	impact	data	reported	by	each	respondent	were	converted	into	Z	scores,	making	it	possible	for	us	to	average	the	perfor-
mance	of	all	respondents’	projects	over	time,	despite	the	differences	in	metrics	used.

5		 p<	.05
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Figure 4. The Meaning of Purposeful Work    
              (Percentage	of	respondents)			
	 N	=	148
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Social entrepreneurs of all ages often comment on the importance of bringing passion 
to work with a social impact. When people in encore careers are deeply connected to the 
work they do, they are motivated to persevere, even at times when the work is challenging.
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conclusion

In our aging society, the talents of older adults are an increasingly valuable resource. 
The Purpose Prize focuses attention on the many ways in which older adults, 
through encore careers, have engaged in social entrepreneurship, helping to improve 
the economy, public health, the environment, education, and other arenas where 
innovation, commitment, and passion are needed.

Older adults interested in encore careers can find information at http://www.encore.org.
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Weπinvitedπ1,338πapplicants/nomineesπ(includingπthoseπdesignatedπasπfellowsπandπwinners)πtoπ

completeπaπ45-minuteπsurvey.πTheseπpeopleπwereπselectedπfromπnearlyπ7,000πapplicants/nominees.π

Thisπsubgroupπincludedπthoseπwhoπnotπonlyπmetπtheπapplicationπeligibilityπcriteriaπ(forπexample,π

minimumπageπofπtheπapplicant/nominee)πandπwhoπhadπcurrentπcontactπinformationπbutπalsoπthoseπ

whoπledπprojectsπthatπalignedπwithπtheπcriteriaπofπtheπPurposeπPrize.πTwoπhundredπpeopleπrespondedπ

toπsurveyπquestionsπ(18πofπwhomπengagedπinπphoneπinterviews),πforπaπresponseπrateπofπ14.9πpercent.π

Theπrespondentsπincludedπaπslightlyπhigherπshareπofπwomenπ(55πpercent).πTheπaverageπ(mean)π

ageπwasπ71πyears.πAboutπhalfπ(52.6πpercent)πofπtheπrespondentsπsaidπthatπtheyπhadπappliedπorπbeenπ

nominatedπwithinπtheπpreviousπtwoπyearsπ(withπtheπmeanπaverageπyearπbeingπ2010).πForty-threeπ

percentπofπtheπrespondentsπreportedπthatπtheyπareπfinanciallyπcompensatedπinπtheirπencoreπcareers.

About Encore.org

The Purpose Prize® is a program of Encore.orgTM, a national nonprofit organization 
promoting the big idea of second acts for the greater good. Encore.org is building a 
movement galvanizing the millions of people who are in their encore stage – devoting 
themselves in the second half of life to solving some of the world’s most pressing 
problems. Through an inventive program portfolio, original research, strategic alliances 
and the power of people’s own life stories, Encore.org demonstrates the value of 
experience in solving serious social problems. 

For more information about Encore.org, please visit: http://www.encore.org

Contact us: Encore.org
  P.O. Box 29542
  The Presidio of San Francisco
  San Francisco, CA 94129
  Phone: 415.430.0141
  info@encore.org

About the Center for Social Innovation

The Center for Social Innovation promotes “innovation from within.” Our mission is to 
foster effective, sustainable social innovations that enhance social justice. We strive to 
build capacity within the social sector by preparing tomorrow’s social service leaders, 
promoting the capacity of existing social service agencies to respond to current and 
future social issues, and building the evidence base for social innovation.

For more information about the Center, please visit:  
http://www.bc.edu/schools/gssw/csi.html

Contact us:  Center for Social Innovation
  Boston College, Graduate School of Social Work
  140 Commonwealth Avenue, McGuinn Hall
  Chestnut Hill, MA 02467
  Phone: 617.552.4020
  social.innovation@bc.edu
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About the Sloan Center on Aging & Work

Established in 2005, the Sloan Center on Aging & Work at Boston College promotes 
quality of employment as an imperative for the 21st-century multigenerational 
workforce. We integrate evidence from research with insights from workplace 
experiences to inform innovative organizational decision-making. Collaborating with 
business leaders and scholars in a multidisciplinary dialogue, the center develops the 
next generation of knowledge and talent management.

Since our founding, we have conducted more than 20 studies in collaboration with 
employers: for example, studies on “Age & Generations,” “Talent Management,” and 
“Generations of Talent.” Studies under way are “Assessing the Impact of Time and 
Place Management” and “Engaged as We Age.”

The Sloan Center on Aging & Work is grateful for the continued support of the Alfred P. 
Sloan Foundation.

Sloan Center publications are sponsored in part by CVS Caremark. 

For more information about the Center, please visit: http://www.bc.edu/agingandwork 

Contact us:  Sloan Center on Aging & Work
  140 Commonwealth Avenue–3 Lake Street Building
  Chestnut Hill, MA 02467
  Phone: 617.552.9195 • Fax: 617.552.9202
  agework@bc.edu
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